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LCJI NOI BAU

Cuon sach “Tieng A nh chuyen nganh Dien tu - Vien thong” la tai lieu hoc tap 
danh cho sinh vien nganh Dien tu' - Vien thong va Cong nghe thong tin, duoc bien soan 
chu yeu phuc vu cho doi tuong sinh vien nam thu hai, hoac toi thieu da hoan thanh 
chuong trinh tieng Anh trlnh do Elementary.

Cuon sach gom 20 bai lira chon thco nhung chu de co ban cua chuyen nganh Dien 
tu - Vien thong. Noi dung cac bai deu huong vao phat trien kT nang doc hieu va ky nang 
dich chuyen nganh. Cac bai gioi thieu ngu phap (Language focus) duoc trinh bay b^ng 
tieng Viet giup cho sinh vien he thong hoa hoac bo sung nhung noi dung ngu phap co 
ban. thuong gap trong van phong khoa hoc - nhu can dien kien, nienh de c/uan lie, can 
hi dong v.v...

Ngoai ra, cuon sach con cung cap cac bai kiem tra giua va cuoi khoa hoc, cac bai 
dich mau cung nhu phan giai dap cac bai tap cua tung bai trong phan phu luc giup cho 
sinh vien tu danh gia ket qua hoc tap cua minh va tra cuu nhung doan dich mau khi can.

Nhan dip ra mat lan dau cuon sach 'T ieng Anh chuyen nganh Dien tit ~ Vien thong” 
nhom tac gia xin chan thanh cam on Ban Giam hieu, Phong Dao tao va Bo mon 
Ngoai ngir Truong Dai hoc Khoa hoc Tu nhien da tao moi dieu kien tot nhat de 
cuon sach duoc hoan thanh. Chung toi cung xin gui loi cam on dac biet tdi ca nhan 
TS. Le The Que, TS. Tran Quang Vinh, TS. Nguyiin Chi Dung, ThS. Tran Thi Nga, cac 
giang vien Nguyen Thanh Tung va Nguyen Nhu Quynh vi nhung quan tam va dong gop 
cong sue cho tai lieu nay kip hoan tat dung thoi gian quy dinh.

Trong qua trinh bien soan cuon sach, cac tac gia da co gang toi da nham dat duoc 
nhung muc ticu de ra. Tuy nhien, cac thieu sot la khong the tranh khoi. Chung toi rat 
mong nhan duoc y kien dong gop cua cac nha chuyen mon, dong nghiep. va tat ca 
nhung ai quan tam de tiep luc hoan thien cuon sach.

Xin tran trong cam on.

Thay mat nhom bien soan 

PGS.TS. Vuong Dao Vy
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Unit 1 

ATOMS AND  THE DEFINITION OF ELECTRICITY

Elements are arranged by their basic properties, as being metals, etc. on a chart 
known as the periodic chart of the elements.

Some of the more common elements are carbon, copper, oxygen and aluminum. 
Elements may exist alone, or they may exist in clusters, or molecules, along with other 
elements. For example, a piece of copper wire is solely made up of the copper element. 
By comparison, water is a combination of two different elements: oxygen and 
hydrogen.

An element can be broken down into even smaller particles, called atoms. An 
atom is the smallest unit into which an element can be broken down and still retain its 
original characteristics. The atom resembles a little universe. The center of this 
universe, called the nucleus, is made up of parts known as protons and neutrons. 
Around the nucleus, tiny little particles are constantly rotating in an orbit. We call these 
particles electrons.

The atom is far too small to be seen, even with the aid of the most powerful 
microscope. However, we do have a vast amount of knowledge about the atom and its 
inner parts. The proton differs from the electron both electrically and physically. 
Electrically, the proton is positively charged, and is about 1850 times as heavier than 
the electron. The orbiting electron, on the other hand, is much lighter, and is said to be 
negatively charged. The neutron can effectively be thought of as consisting of both a 
proton and an electron. It has the same approximate weight as the proton; however, it is 
neutral in charge. This is because the positive charge of the proton cancels out the 
negative charge of the electron.

Atoms always have the same parts, but not always in the same amounts or 
configurations. Atoms with more protons and electrons, of course, must be larger and 
heavier. Under normal circumstances, atoms seek to be neutral in charge, and so will 
have an equal amount of electrons and protons. So if an atom like copper has 29 protons 
in its center, it will also have 29 electrons. Because these electrons are rotating in an
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orbit, having too many electrons in a given orbit could cause them to crash into each 
other. So mother nature placed them in different orbits on different levels. We call 
them layers or rings.

Depending on which ring we are discussing, each ring has a maximum amount of 
electrons which it can hold, without having to form another ring. For instance, the first 
ring can only hold 2 electrons. So if we have an atom with 3 protons, (As in the case of 
Lithium) it must also have 3 electrons. Since it can only hold 2 electrons in the number
1 ring, it is forced to create a second ring, with only 1 electron in it. In the case of 
Lithium, this 1 electron is said to exist in the outer ring, or the valence ring.

In Electronics, we are mainly concerned with this valence ring, because it is here 
that the magic of Electronics takes place. If a given ring is shy of being full, it wants to 
“borrow” an electron from somewhere else. If an atom has one too many electrons, it 
pushes the “extra” electron way out on a ring of its own, and tries to “loan” it to another

Electronics, in its purest form, is the study of the movement of electrons from one 
atom to another. Usually, this takes place by borrowing and loaning (temporarily) of 
electrons. While we can not actually see this going on, we can monitor its effects, 
which can be amazing!

atom.

(Text taken from http:llwww.scieiu e-ebooks.iom  edited by W illiam H. Boos)

Words and expressions

aid (n)

approximate (adj) 

atom (n)

characteristic (n) 

charged (adj) 

create (v) 

elem ent (n) 

exist (v) 

level (n) 
loan (v) 

molecule (n) 

neutral (adj) 

orbit (n)

orbiting electron 

particle (n) 

periodic chart

s i/trd  giup

xap xi, khoang

nguyen tif

dcic ti'nh, tinh chat

(dutfc) tich dien, mang dien tich

tao ra
nguyen to

ton tai
mire (n3ng lirong ...) 

cho mi/on, cho vay 

phan tu1

trung hoa, trung tfnh 

quy dao

electron quy dao 

hat, tieu phan 

bang tuan hoan

http://www.scieiu
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retain (n) duy tri, giCir lai
rotate (v) quay, xoay
temporarily (adv) (mot cach) tam thdi
universe (n) vu tru
valence ring vong (Idp) hoa trj

1. Main idea

Which statement best expresses the main idea o f the text? Why did you eliminate 
the other choices?

1. Atoms are made up of protons, neutrons and electrons.
2. The electron is the most important part of an atom.
3. Electronics studies the movement of electrons between atoms.

2. Questions

Answer the following questions.

1. What are electrons?

2. In what way are the neutron and the proton similar?

3. Why are electrons of an atom placed in different orbits?

4. What is Valence Ring?

5. When does the loaning of electrons happen?

3. Understanding the passage

Decide whether the following statements are true or false (T/F) by referring to the 
information in the text. Then make the necessary changes so that the false 
statements become true.

 1  It is impossible to split an atom into smaller parts.
 2   The atom is so far that people can not see it with their naked eyes.
 3  The electron differs from the proton in that it is negatively charged and

not so heavy as the proton.

 4   Configurations of atoms of different elements can be different.
 5   We can see electrons moving from one atom to another.
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4. Contextual reference

What does each word in bold refer to?

l . i t  (para 4) ..................................

2. This (para 4) ..................................

3. them (para 5) ..................................

4. them (para 5) ..................................

5. it (para 6) ..................................

5. Content review

Match a word/phrase in column A with an appropriate phrase in column B.

A B

1. nucleus a. a very small piece of matter moving around the nucleus

2. element h. together with a neutron to form the nucleus

3. electron c. the central part of an atom

4. electric charges d. they are either positive (+) or negative (-)

5. proton e. a chemical substance consisting of atoms of only one kind

6. English - Vietnamese translation

Translate the following sentences into Vietnamese, basing on the information in 
the text.

1. The single most important characteristic of an atom is its atomic number, which is 
defined as the number of units of positive charge in the nucleus.

2. The atomic number determines the kinds of molecules that can be formed and 
their binding energy. Hence, the atomic number determines an atom's 
characteristics as an element.
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7. Vietnamese - English translation

Translate the following sentences into English, basing on the information in the text.

1. Dien tu co the bi keo khoi quy dao cua no quanh hat nhan boi mot ngoai lire 
nao do.

2. Moi lop dien tu co kha nang giu duoc mot so luong toi da cac dien tu ma khong 
tao ra lop moi.

3. Trong dien tir hoc chung ta chu yeu quan tam den lop dien tir hoa tri, vi day chfnh 
la noi diln ra dieu ky dieu cua mon khoa hoc nay.

8. Bai djch tham khao

Nguyen tu va djnh nghla ve dien

Cac nguyen to duoc sip  xep theo nhung thuoc tmh co ban cua chung, vi du nhu 
cac kim loai va cac nguyen to khac trong bang tudn hoan cac nguyen to.

Mot so nguyen to pho bien hon la cac-bon, dong, o-xi, nhom. Cac nguyen to co 
the ton tai doc lap hoac du6i dang hop chat hay phan tir cung voi nhung nguyen to khac. 
Thi du mot mau soi dong chi gom nguyen to dong tao thanh. Trong khi do nuoc la sir 
ket hop cua hai nguyen to khac nhau: O-xi va hi-dro.

Mot nguyen to co the duoc phan chia thanh nhung hat nho hon goi la cac nguyen 
tu. Nguyen tu la don vi nho nhat ma mot nguyen to co the phan chia ra va no vln con 
giu duoc ban chat cua nguyen to do. Nguyen tu giong nhu mot vu tru nho. Tam cua vu 
tru goi la heat nhan duoc tao boi cac no-tron va pro-ton. Xung quanh hat nhan co nhung 
hat rat be quay lien tuc tren quy dao duoc goi la cac dien tu.

Nguyen tu la qua nho de ta co the nhin thay duoc, ngay ca khi co su tro giup cua 
kinh hien vi ci/c manh. Tuy vay, chung ta da co duoc sir hieu biet nhieu ve nguyen tu va 
phan ben trong cua no. Pro-ton khac voi electron ca ve dien hoc va ve vat ly hoc. Va 
dien hoc, pro-ton mang dien tich duong va nang hon electron khoang 1850 lan. Trong



khi do, electron quy dao lai nhe hon nhieu va mang dien tich am. No-tron co the xem 
nhu bao gom ca pro-ton va electron. No co trong luong xap xi pro-ton, tuy nhien lai 
trung hoa ve dien. So dT nhu vay la vi dien tich duong cua proton da triet tieu voi dien 
tich am cua electron.

Nguyen tu bao gid cung co cac thanh phan nhu nhau nhung khong phai luon luon 
co cung mot so luong cac hat hoac cung mot cau hinh. Cac nguyen tu co nhieu pro-ton 
va electron hon, hien nhien phai Ion hon va nang hon. Trong dieu kien binh thuong, cac 
nguyen tu co xu huong tim kiem sir trung hoa v6 dien va nhu vay se co so luong cac 
pro-ton va so luong electron bing nhau. Cho nen, neu mot nguyen tu nhu nguyen tu 
d6ng co 29 pro-ton 6 tam thi no cung se co 29 electron. Vi cac dien tii nay quay tren 
mot quy dao va viec co qua nhi6u electron tren cung quy dao nay co the gay nen sir va 
cham giua chung. Nhu vay, cac electron tren nhung quy dao khac nhau va o nhung mure 
nang luong khac nhau la ban chat tu nhien cua cac nguyen to. Ta goi chung la cac lop 
hoac cac vong.

Tuy theo lop nao duoc xem xet, m6i lop vong deu co chua mot luong electron toi 
da ma khong dan toi viec tao ra lop moi. Vi du, lop dau tien chi co the chiifa 2 electron. 
Neu mot nguyen tu co 3 pro-ton (vi du nguyen tu Liti) thi no cung phai co 3 electron. 
Vi no chi giCr duoc 2 electron 6 lop thu nhat, no buoc phai tao ra lop thur hai de sap xep 
them 1 electron con lai. Trong truong hop nguyen tu Liti, 1 electron nay ton tai o lop 
ngoai, hay con goi la lop hoa tri.

Trong dien tu hoc, chung ta chu yeu quan tam den lop hoa tri nay, boi vi day 
chinh la noi xay ra dieu ky dieu cua dien tu hoc. Neu mot lop nao do chua chua ddy 
electron, no co xu the "muon" mot electron tu mot noi khac. Neu nguyen tir thira 1 dien 
tu thi no se day electron "ngoai lai" nay ra khoi lop cua no va co gang de cho mot 
nguyen tir khac "vay".

Dien tir hoc, 6 dang thuan tuy nhat cua no, la bo mon nghien cuu v6 sir di chuy6n 
ciia cac dien tu tu nguyen tu nay sang nguyen tu khac. Thong thuong, qua trinh nay xay 
ra thong qua viec "muon" va "cho vay" (mot cach tam thdi) cac electron. Trong khi 
chung ta khong the true ticp nhin thay nhung dien bien nay, chung ta van co the giam 
sat duoc nhung hieu urng, co the la mot dieu dang kinh ngac cua qua trinh do!

__________________________________________________________________________ Tieng Ann chuyen nganh Dien tit - Vien thong



Unit 2

ELECTRICITY AND ELECTRONICS

Volta made his experimental cell in 1800, producing for the first time a steady, 
reliable electric current. During the nineteenth century, the development of practical 
applications of electrical energy advanced rapidly. The first major uses of electricity 
were in the field of communications - first for the telegraph and then the telephone. 
They used not only electric current but also electromagnetic effects.

Thomas Edison’s invention of the electric light bulb was perhaps the most 
important development of all, because it led to the creation of an electric power system 
which has since reached into nearly every corner of the world. The applications of 
electricity have grown to the point where most of us lead “electrified life”, surrounded 
by a variety of devices that use electric energy.

It is quite remarkable that so much of this rapid development of electrical devices 
took place during the nineteenth century, when the nature of electricity was not 
completely understood. We have observed that for a long time, but it was incorrectly 
believed that current flowed from positive to negative. It was not until 1897 that the 
British scientist Joseph Thomson announced his discovery of the electron.

Thomson’s discovery led to further experimentation into the structure of the atom. 
Within the field of electricity, his work led to the creation of the science of electronics. 
There is so much confusion in current usage between the terms “electricity” and 
“electronics” that we should attempt to make some sort of distinction between them.

Electricity generally refers to the flow of free electrons through a conductor, in 
other words, to a current of electricity. The term includes the electric power is supplied 
by generators and the distribution systems which transmit it to homes, offices, and 
factories.

Electronics, on the other hand, deals with the movement of free electrons in a 
vacuum or in semiconductor. When the term first came into use, it referred to the 
behaviour of free electrons in vacuum tubes like those used to transmit or detect radio 
waves. Since then it has been extended to include the movement of electrons in gases, 
liquids, and solids.


